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But my director still hired me.
I am very grateful to him. From the first day I entered the fashion department,
I swear that I will be conscientious, I will work hard, and I must do my job well!
In the past two years, I have handled every order in my hand very well.
My salary for my new job is much higher than when I used to do chores, so I
don’t have to send couriers, and I have more time to recharge. I’ve lost the
system and learned English at this time.
Systematic study of clothing structure and fashion design.
I am now a qualified business manager in the fashion department of our Fu
Group.
I never hide anything about me from my company.
Including everything from my previous company!
How did I fail to deal with the people in my previous company, and how I lived
like a bird in shock, yet I was still rejected by the whole company.
How did I switch to another company, how did I cheat, how did I lose the
materials of that company.
I’m all about my current company. “

When she said this, Galia’s tone was very calm.
She was not angry, she was just expounding one thing, and her opinion made
her very gratified and sublimated, with a proud expression on her face, she
When saying this, everyone in the Fu Group company nodded and affirmed
her.
Lin Dazhou and Liao Jie did not expect such a situation,
especially Lindazhou.
Lindazhou’s fashion company is on a par with Liao Jie’s fashion company.
Lindazhou has always wanted to cooperate with the Fu Group, but has never
had the opportunity.
Liao Jie’s company took the lead in the recent tender of the Fu Group in the
city where Lindazhou is located.
When Lindazhou was heartbroken for not being able to cooperate with Fu
Group, Fu Group came to their city to bid again. Lindazhou was really happy.
If he can get the order from Fu’s Group, Lin Dazhou will be able to make a
steady profit for the next five years.
He was happy to hold a regular meeting in the company that day and asked
everyone in the company to take the Fu Group’s orders seriously.
At that time, a guest came to the company.
That person is Liao Jie.
Lin Dazhou was very surprised at that time, and he even looked at Liao Jie with
an embarrassed expression: “Mr. Liao, you and I are competitors. When the Fu
Group first came to bid, it was you who won the opportunity.

Unexpectedly, Fu’s The group is bidding again for the second time.
What, are you unconvinced or what?
Then I tell you, our company is on a par with your company, and I have all the
strengths you have!”
“No, Lin You must have misunderstood.” Liao Jie was extremely polite.
He looked at Lindazhou kindly: “The reason why the Fu Group can come to
our city for the second time to bid is because I suggested to them that there
are companies in our city that are comparable in strength to us, and their
reputation is also good.
And I I also specially introduced your company to the Fu Group.”
Lin Dazhou was stunned at the time: “Will you be so kind?”
“No.” Liao Jie answered truthfully: “I saw a person with an extremely low
character in the Fu Group. , the woman who has harmed your company and
my future. Since I have the opportunity to cooperate with the Fu Group, I
don’t want this woman to interfere with my plans.
I want to get rid of this woman.
Also our fashion industry a clear circle.
It can also be regarded as a little contribution to my upstream company, Fu
Group.
I want to get rid of this woman, I need your help. “
“Who is this woman?” “Lin Dazhou didn’t think it was Galia at first.

In Lin Dazhou’s eyes, Galia was not a person, and he could not threaten him at
all. He just regarded Galia as a poor worm that could be domesticated.
But he never thought of it, Liao Jie said, “That woman is Galia. “

Chapter 2707
Hearing the name of Galia, Lin Dazhou was really shocked.
He thought about many people.
Diligently searched in my mind, did I offend any big man in the business for so
many years?
But I never thought that the woman working in the Fu Group turned out to be
Galia.
Galia!
This was once treated like a dog by the people in Lindazhou and Lindazhou
company. When it was enough to give her a job, she gave her a bite to eat.
Usually, the dog came to tease her and make her angry and make her lose her
temper. Stuff, actually works in the Fu Group.
This was really something Lindazhou could not have imagined, and it was
something he could not tolerate.
His impression of Galia was still in the embarrassing appearance of Galia
working in his company back then. In his heart, Galia could only be a
charitable and hysterical woman.
Not even an individual.
How could such a woman go to work with his upstream company?

If this is the case, whether the shadow affects his cooperation with upstream
companies is another matter. According to his understanding of Galia, this
should not affect his cooperation with Fu Group.
But Lynda State looks disgusting!
He wants to cooperate with Fu Group, and Galia works in Fu Group. This
situation is as if he wants to eat a long-awaited dessert. This dessert has been
brought to his mouth, but there is one more dessert in it. Like a big green fly.
Made him nauseous.
Although he knew that Galia’s presence in the Fu Group would not affect his
cooperation with the Fu Group, Lin Dazhou had already slapped Galia, a
blowfly, to death.
It was too easy for Lin Dazhou to shoot Galia to death.
Based on what he knew about Galia, Galia was very afraid of her.
Whenever he speaks a little more sternly, Galia will be frightened and run
away.
However, Lin Dazhou did not expect that Galia not only did not hold her head,
but Galia’s combat effectiveness was still so strong.
Her composure, her indifference, her fluent English, her strong selfconsciousness that will no longer be controlled by others, and her strong selfconsciousness, made Lindazhou admire her with admiration.
Meanwhile, Linda State was a little scared.
So at this moment, Lin Dazhou was speechless.
He was embarrassed.

However, Galia did not feel the embarrassment of letting him go.
Now that she has come to challenge, since she has brought the matter on the
bright side, Galia seems to have solved it at one time, so as to avoid any
troubles in the future.
“Mr. Lin, since you took the initiative to come to the door to provoke this
matter, and took the initiative to invite so many high-level executives of our Fu
Group here, you have a very clear purpose to expose me.
Because you think that my My character is too low, and my character is not
even worthy of being an individual.
In this case, during the three years I worked in your company, you should have
hated me very much, right?”
Lindazhou: “. ……”
“Please answer me!” Galia asked fiercely.
Lindazhou remained silent.
He really hated Galia back then, but at this moment, in front of so many
people, he dared not admit it.
He wanted to say that he didn’t hate Galia so much back then, but when he
first came up, he persecuted Galia so arrogantly, and so arrogantly told
everyone present how much Galia hated back then, and Galia’s inferior
character was not worthy of being a human being, etc. Yes, if you are
changing your mouth now, wouldn’t that mean you slapped yourself in the
face?
Besides, he really hated Galia back then.

After a long while, Lin Dazhou said hesitantly: “Galia, you are asking as if I hate
you for such a heinous thing. Given your situation at the time, I think your
heart should be more than mine. Is it clear? You were working at my company
at the time, and it wasn’t just that I hated you?

